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Abstract—

C

loud computing is good fit for deployment of different applications but workload and instances requirement
will vary depending upon type of applications. Workload estimation of cloud computing is tedious task. In
cloud computing number of instances of cloud need to be reserved based on certain parameters. If these
instance are under estimated then performance of system will reduce and if over estimated then cost will increase. In
order to optimize this cost there must be some algorithm working that can help in reserving number of instances based
on certain parameters. Web applications have unpredictable workload. Certain steps of capacity planning need to
follow for predicting workload of web applications. This paper analysis performance of ANN based workload
estimation model for web applications on cloud environment. A brief survey of literature is also presented to find out
different parameters necessary for capacity planning of website.
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I. INTRODUCTION
According to recent survey by IDC (2017) global spending on public cloud, services and infrastructure will
increase to $122.5 billion by the end 2017, which is almost 25% increase as compared to year 2016 [1]. According to
Stamford (2016) IT expenditure is shifting from traditional IT offerings to cloud services. The collective amount of cloud
shift in 2016 has reached $111 billion. It is expected to increase to $216 billion in 2020 [2]. Due to agility and
operational efficiencies of cloud computing, organizations are curious to move different applications on cloud.
Identifying different workloads on cloud is cumbersome task. As for example web applications have possibility
for unpredictable spikes however cloud computing can help as cloud providers can provide unlimited resources on
demand. But this may lead to high cost. In order to optimize this cost there must be some algorithm working that can help
in reserving number of cloud instances required for given applications. Workload of cloud can have different
characteristics. It is different from traditional workload. Workload of cloud needs to be comprehended from different
perspectives. There are different cloud service providers. Data available on their website can be used for analysis purpose
[3].
Workload of cloud can also base on deployment models. Private cloud plays pivotal role when security and
privacy is major workload requirement. In this type of workload maximum control is provided to organizations for data
hosting. Public model supports elasticity and infinite capacity that are needed by IT organizations. By resource sharing
peak workload of customers can be handled due to geographic distribution. Workloads with high security and processing
requirements can use hybrid cloud as an option. This deployment model has features of both public and private cloud.
Workload of a hybrid cloud integrates different hosting environments that can be accessed using different tenants.
Community cloud comprises all pooled data and functionality that all participating companies need for their business.
Based on current requirements of privacy and security, a community cloud can be stipulated in a private data centre
regulated by the collaborating companies [4].
Cloud computing has changed the way IT resources allocated and use. In order to understand workload it is
equally crucial to know how cloud offers services and the ways these services are delivered to end-users on different
levels of application stack. It is also important to understand that under what conditions different applications gets
benefits from these properties.
While calculating workload of different applications, multiple dimensions need to be considered. Some of these
requirements are Legacy, Standard Front and Back office Applications, Batch or online applications, Frequency and cost
involved.
Two types of workloads exist:
 Batch Mode Workload
 Real time Workload.
Workloads are self-contained entities. In this paper web applications are considered. Web applications play
crucial role in different enterprise and cloud services. With growing social network admiration and high speed of Internet
an online system faces unpredictable peak and mounting loads. Auto scaling is characteristic of cloud computing that
supports workload management [5]. However, solutions available are subject to some of the following constraints [6].
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Relying on user for providing threshold values and scaling metrics.
Scaling algorithm applied.

Different types of workloads are as follow:
 Static workload that almost remains constant over time period.
 Periodic workload with recurring peak.
 Once in a lifetime workload that achieve peak once during lifetime.
 Unpredictable workload varies randomly and frequently.
 Continuously changing workload will grow and shrink with time.
In cloud environment user only wish to pay for resources used by them so provider needs to apply rapid
elasticity to meet user needs. Two cloud computing properties 1) Rapid Elasticity 2) pay-per usage plays crucial role in
handling cloud workload. Elastic scaling flexibly allocates resource and hence once the increase is found new resources
can be provisioned and when number of resources not required they can be decommissioned [6].
Some methodologies need to be followed to understand and forecast workload of cloud based application. Web
application data is complex, as it will vary with respect to load. Neural networks have ability to originate meaning from
complicated or imprecise data. It can be used to get patterns and identifying trends that are too difficult to be noticed.
Hence, Neural network can be applied in order to forecast workload. MATLAB neural network toolbox can be used for
implementing results as well as for analysing and understanding of model [7][8][9][10]
In this paper author has presented the workload prediction method for web-based applications running on the
cloud environment. Also performance analysis is done using regression graphs to understand the results of model.
II. BACKGROUND
The growth of the cloud computing signifies a important change in the way information technology services are
invented, deployed, developed, updated, scaled, maintained and paid. Computing today reflects a major change — on one
hand, computers are becoming exponentially more and more powerful and the per-unit cost is falling rapidly [11][12].
On the other hand, as computing is becoming more pervasive, there is rising difficulty in management of entire
infrastructure [13]. The cloud computing delivers all the functionalities of existing IT services with reduction in upfront
costs of computing which prevent many organizations from deploying many IT services [14].
Cloud computing has emerged as a convincing paradigm for management and delivering services over the
Internet [15]. The rise of cloud computing has changed the design of information technology, and turning the long-held
potential of utility computing into an actuality [16]. Capital outlay is not required with the advancement of cloud
computing for developers with inventive ideas for Internet services [17]. Workload prediction problem exist as a result of
users continuously accessing different application on cloud that need to be handled automatically [18][19]. With
advancement of technology customer wants to pay only for amount of resources used, there must be provision for rapid
elasticity where number of resources allocated must increase or decrease on the basis of customer demand [20].
Quiroz et al [21] described four steps of resource management of cloud computing: Virtual Machine
Provisioning, Resource Provisioning, Run-time Management and Workload Modelling. In this work focus will be on
workload management. According to Chaisiri et al different types of provisioning plan provided by cloud provider are
categorized as reservation and on-demand plans. Resources provisioning performed by reservation plan are inexpensive
as compare to that provision by on-demand plan. The problem is that it is difficult to provision resources on demand due
to uncertainty of consumer future demands. In order to address this problem, an optimal cloud resource-provisioning
algorithm is proposed by framing a stochastic programming model. The purpose of model is to minimize cloud consumer
total provisioning cost. Bender decomposition is also used in this algorithm. In this at every step, firstly complicated
variables are identified to form master problem and then sub-problems comprises of decision variables are solved. The
step repeats itself and it will stop when there is convergence in lower and upper bounds [22].
Ching-Chi Lin et al [23] discusses resource scaling for web-based applications on cloud. In this paper effective
auto scaling strategy is presented. Data set used consists of 24 physical servers, each with the: quad-core X5460 CPU * 2
with hyper-threading, 16 GB memory, and 250 GB disk. The author is using incoming request per second for scaling of
cloud resources.
Mian et al [24] has considered case of data intensive workload of cloud computing by mapping same request to
same virtual machine. In this, the assumption is that any data intensive workload consists of requests that are issued by
particular client of cloud belongs to set of particular data object. There is a mapping between request set and virtual
machine. The provisioning problem that author has discussed has objective to optimize the solution to map same type of
requests to same virtual machines. In this, paper a manager machine is proposed which have three parts:
a) Configurator - which is brain of system with the purpose of finding best configuration for executing workload
b) Scheduler - that maps workload request with corresponding execution platforms
c) Provisioner- that is assigned the task of preparing execution platforms.
Public cloud i.e. Amazon EC2 is used for experiment in this paper. The objective function of this paper has used
minimal dollar-cost given by Amazon EC2. From this paper it can be concluded that mapping same type of request to
same virtual machine in cloud environment plays a key role. Amazon EC2 can be considered for getting details of
different parameters.
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Zhu [25] suggests resource allocation plan with budget constraints for different adaptive applications in cloud
environment. This paper presents Multi-input-multi-output feedback control model-based dynamic resource provisioning
algorithm. The aim of this paper is the development of feedback control based model for application quality
maximization within budget and time constraint. In this paper a framework design, implementation and validation is
presented which supports dynamic application adaption in cloud environment. Chunlin [26] aims at profit maximization
by serving SaaS user request. Amini [27] discusses virtual machine importance for resource provisioning. This paper
presents large-scale system with both internal and external request types that need to be served.
The Van [28] and Ahmed [29] described that Workload burst and spikes as the main reasons behind service
disruptions of website and decreasing Quality-of-Service (QoS). Some spikes are result of non-predictable event and load
volumes while others are due to planned event with non-predictable load volumes. Ahmed [29] has taken sample size of
seventy workloads in which ten are real and sixty are artificial traces. Samples of data include data from Google, wiki etc.
From studying this paper it can be concluded that service rate plays critical role in workload prediction. The strength of
the cloud as described by Border [30] does not only depends on single server implementations or rely on a single
technology, it is due arrangement of building block in which multiple services can be deployed on multi-server
architectures located in datacentres around the world to create global applications for the Internet. Roy [31] presents
challenges in auto scaling of cloud applications whereas Sun [32] discusses applications where traces of Internet
broadcast services workload on cloud is presented. The concept of resource pooling and rapid elasticity is used in this
case. Raquel [33] have proposed analytical model that can help in planning IT infrastructure comprise of resources
acquired from provider. The aim is cost optimized model of acquiring resources by guiding planning phase that consists
of deciding how many cloud instances must be reserved from reservation market to be used in the future.
Following table presents list of different findings:
SNo.
1

Author
Chaisiri et al [22]

2
3
4

Ching-Chi Lin et al [23]
Mian et al [24]
Zhu [25]

5
6

Chunlin [26]
Amini [27]

7
8
9
10

Van [28] and Ahmed [29]
Border [30]
Roy[31] and Sun [32]
Raquel[33]

Table1 Findings from Literature
Findings
This Algorithm is able to adjust tradeoff between reservation of resources and
allocation of on demand resources using different virtual machine classes.
Request per second is important parameter for workload prediction
Amazon EC2 can be considered for getting details of different parameters.
This can be used as the base to find different hardware requirements. Also
dynamic resource provisioning algorithm achieves is more beneficial as
compared to static provisioning scheme.
It considers SaaS layer for resource provisioning.
The solution based on preemption of Virtual Machine based resources according
to priority is suggested for resource allocation.
Service rate plays critical role in workload prediction
Strength of cloud is discussed.
Concept of resource pooling and rapid elasticity is presented.
Business-driven approach and a model to plan these long-term contracts which
aims at maximizing the profit is proposed. The data available in this paper can
help in workload forecasting. This paper also consider threshold and peak time as
parameters.

From above table different parameters obtained can be divided into different equivalence classes. Parameters
belonging to same equivalence class can be grouped together. Each parameter can be taken as instance of a class Qi from
a set Q = {Q1, Q2…,Qn} for Application A.
Examples of Qi are service rate, arrival rate, threshold etc.
The value used by A is a set of data objects Oi= {O1, O2…,Om}.
Values of application can be value of particular parameter on different conditions. Examples of conditions can
be high load, average load, low load on cloud infrastructure,
From available literature it is also found that under provisioned resources leads to performance reduction and
overprovisioned resources leads to higher cost. Hence it can be concluded that some optimization tools are required that
can predict number of instances of cloud required in order to forecast the workload. Pattern for workload is described by
user behaviour that result changes in utilization of IT resources. Different metrics on which workload can be measured
are as follow:
 Number of user request
 Processing load
 Network traffic and congestion
 Data storage
 Access to database servers.
 Messaging system
Almedia et al [34] presented the workload characteristics of e-commerce servers with respect to different
customer behaviour patterns. From studying this paper it can be concluded that customer behaviour pattern plays key role
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in deciding workload of websites. It is found that when analysing the scalability of e-business sites, one has to consider
the business, functional, customer behaviour, and IT resource aspects of the problem.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.
VII.

III. PROPOSED STEPS FOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this paper workload of web sites are considered. Series of steps need to be followed to predict workload [35].
The initial step is to understand kind of hardware and software resources required by website, connectivity,
protocols applied. This information is collected using meetings, audit, planning, interview and questionnaires.
The author has studied different e-business websites like Amazon in order to gather information.
Workload characterization is done in order to identify workload of each component of system. Identifying
intensity and service rate of each component is necessary to understand different parameters involved in
workload. Available data and logs are used to characterize workload.
In the third step value of different parameters of workload are identified. It also involves monitoring the
performance of web services from different reference points. Logs play key role in obtaining values. Study of
available literature also helps in deriving different parameters involved.
Good forecasting plan plays key role in website development as undesirable scenarios lowers profits of
company. Hence number of cloud instances need should be accurately forecasted. Graphs generated with the
help of Matlab neural toolbox helps in accurate forecasting of results.
In the fifth step, models are developed according to forecasted plan. Two types of models will be used.
Analytical model stipulates the interactions between different components. Simulation model will mimic the
system behaviour.
In the final step performance will be validated based on results. Errors must be within specified limits.
In the last step models will be analyse to predict the results. This step should indicate actions that must be taken
so that Web services can meet the business goals set.
Based on above steps workload prediction model is presented in next session.

IV. WORKLOAD PREDICTION MODEL
Matlab neural network toolbox is used where input consist of 11 variables and output is of one variable. By
applying different combinations different data samples are generated.
Let a be mean arrival rate of E-business application client.
Let s is the mean service time per request.
It is difficult to predict exact demand but approximate values can be predicted. Let ah be arrival rate during high
load and al during low load.
At each instant, cloud instances need to be reserved. They are acquired from two markets on demand market and
reservation market. Also price of reserved market instances are lower as compared to on demand market instances [36].
Hence total cost of cloud infrastructure is given by following formula:
C(nr)= cr(nr)+co(nr)
(1)
Where cr(nr) is cost of reserved market instances and co(nr) is cost of on demand market instances.
If any request takes more time than allocated time in that case there is no utility gain ug. Thus total utility gain of web
applications are
ug(nr)=ugn(nr)+ugl(nr)+ugh(nr)
(2)
Where ugn(nr) is utility gain under normal load, ugl(nr) is utility gain under low load and ugh(nr) is utility gain
under high load.
Another parameter is threshold TA. It is established during service level agreements. It tells the percentage of
request successfully finished during the period the service is monitored. If the number of instances available to satisfy the
request is less than threshold than penalty incurred. Hence the goal of this planning model is to maximize the value of nr.
The inputs given to model based on literature survey are as follow:
 Available Instances (n)
 Service rate (s)
 Arrival rate (Normal a)
 Arrival rate (high demands ah)
 Arrival rate (low demands al)
 Amount of time (low load tl)
 Amount of time (high load th)
 Amount of time (normal load tn)
 Utility gain (ug)
 Threshold (TA)
 Unsuccessful request Penalty (p).
Applying different combinations generates data set:
 Changing only service time keeping other same. Only change the active Mean service time per request at a
reference cloud instance, the others remain the same
 Changing load times keeping others constant.
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Changing utility gains for successful request, others are constant.
Changing Penalty for unsuccessful requests and others remain the same.
Change all the parameters.

Output of this model predicts number of cloud instances need to be reserved for given applications under certain
set of parameters. Mean squared error is used as performance function to calculate network performance. Data is
collected from available literature as discussed in literature review session.
In the paper trainlm method is applied for obtaining result. It gives best performance at epoch 28.

Figure 1. Performance graph

Figure 2. Regression graph
The Regression value is an indicator of the association between the outputs and targets. The value R = 1
indicates an exact linear association between expected and actual values. If R is close to zero, then there is no linear
relationship between actual outputs and expected outputs [37]. This also indicated that there is error in selection of value.
In figure 2 regression value of training is 0.96311 and that of testing and validation is 0.91435 and 0.86598 respectively.
Overall value of regression coefficient comes out to be 0.93365 [38].
V. CONCLUSIONS
For above discussed case, the training data indicates a good fit. The performance graph is not indicating case of
over fitting. As regression coefficient value is approximately 1, number of instances required for provided data is
predicted accurately by algorithm. The model can be used as a base model to predict workload of unpredictable spikes of
cloud applications. The steps proposed in this model can help in predicting workload of any application running on
cloud.The problem with it is that algorithm is assuming homogenous environment. Also number of parameters selected
will depend on type of applications. In this workload for websites are considered which is highly unpredictable workload.
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